


Combining a mash up of our most hilarious gameshow style rounds, this is a fully 
interactive BIG fun online team experience, ideal for Christmas parties.

Hosted by a professional comedian compere in costume we recreate the buzz and energy 
anyone would associate with a tongue in cheek TV show.

In the post, everyone receives a party pack of mystery goodies, with everything they need
to take part in each round. Now, in teams everyone takes part in a series of fun games, 
each one earning them points which stack up on a rolling leaderboard.  Games include a 
mini Guinness World Record challenge, cake decorating, true or false, casino wheel of 
fortune and even a catwalk challenge.

The hosts give rolling feedback as the game progresses and teams work their way through 
all the different rounds.

The experience is designed to create lots of laughter, interactions, communication, and 
creativity to work together and score maximum points.

.



We’re sure everyone’s been forced to think more creatively about what to cook when working
from home. Taking into consideration that some ingredients are very hard to come by, and
we’re all encouraged to go to the shops as little as possible, these virtual cooking experiences
are designed for you to learn new skills and create amazing dishes from what you’ve probably
already got in your cupboard.

In advance everyone is emailed a list of ingredients and cooking utensils required. Everything is
designed to be simple with things most people have in their kitchen cupboards. Alternative
ingredients are also included to give variety.

Everyone logs into our dedicated Zoom platform where you’re welcomed by the smiley face of
our Michelin Star chef. He’ll talk you through the challenge ahead before showing you some
amazing cookery skills that everyone can use at home.

Our chef will walk you through every aspect of the cookery experience, taking live questions
along the way. Follow his expert live instruction and your bound to create something amazing!
We have several different formats of cooking experiences. For those that require specialist
ingredients or equipment, everyone is posted a pack containing everything they need.



This event can be done with alcoholic or non alcoholic cocktails, or healthy nutritional 
smoothies. Or both!

In advance everyone is emailed a list of ingredients and drinks, or these can be posted as 
packs to each participant.

Now it’s time to login to our virtual platform where you’ll be greeted by our cocktail team 
behind the bar. They’ll kick off the session with an amazing demonstration of flaring 
skills, and how to mix the perfect selection of famous cocktails.

Now it’s over to you. Everyone will have a go at mixing and flaring a variety of drinks by 
using lot’s of very cool techniques.

Every drink is judged on appearance, and your honesty of what it tastes like….The final 
challenge involves people collaborating as mini teams to come up with a brand-new 
cocktail. It must be named, created and presented ready for bonus points.



An amazing remote team building experience where small groups of 3-4 work in unison to
decipher all kinds of clues riddles and challenges in order to escape the virtual room. It’s a tense
head to head experience against the clock, where teams have to share ideas and answers to
progress and avoid getting locked in.

Our remote Event Manager will set the scene with a tense virtual briefing, detailing why 
participants must escape! Teams will then be faced with a locked study that they must virtually 
break out of before they run out of time. Using their own smart devices, participants will work 
their way through a myriad of clues by tapping on the objects throughout the room.

They must progress through the three stages of The Virtual Escape challenge as quickly as they 
can, while correctly completing questions and challenges as they go. Teams who employ a 
thoughtful strategy and manage their time carefully shall prevail.

The aim of the game is simple; solve the clues to crack the code and break free, all before you 
run out of time.



THE PERFECT GIFT!  A hands on creative and artistic experience which creates a huge amount of feel 
good factor given the overall children’s charity background. Guided by online professional artists 
individuals will each receive a custom build pack full of all the parts and art materials required to create 
something amazing. The feel-good factor of building and donating skateboard to underprivileged 
children is incredible.

Each participant receives in the post a kit containing a blank skateboard deck, trucks, wheels, bolts and 
all other required components to build and decorate a brand-new skateboard.
Everyone must give their boards a unique identity with graphics and design.

This can be down to their own innovation or guided by our online virtual artists who will guide you 
through the templates provided to create some amazing artwork.
life.
On completion all boards are presented to the screen for everyone to see. We host a fun tongue in 
cheek judging panel, with a winner for the best design announced. Couriers are then arranged to collect 
all the boards, where we collate them for a safety check before they are sent to the chosen charity for 
the children to enjoy.

The activity creates lots of fun and engagement as well as that feel-good factor of doing something good 
for charity and positively impacting someone's life.



A murder investigation has been launched, after the body of internationally
renowned lawyer, Laura Norder was found last night at Cadaver manor.

Initial reports suggest that Miss Norder was at the manor for a school reunion,
with other party guests thought to include a high profile property tycoon and
professional athlete.

There is a real sense of urgency in this case, to start ruling out suspects and
catch the killer. You and your team have been brought in to investigate the
murder at Cadaver Manor. In this team building activity, participants work
together to unlock and examine key evidence such as witness statements and
suspect interviews, using augmented reality and image recognition technology.

As you explore the crime scene via an interactive map, you’ll complete tasks
and challenges which will help you acquire evidence and assist with your
investigation.

The game is played via a specialist app based game allowing players to explore a
Cluedo style arena to hunt clues & evidence to build up their case file and
solution.



Whilst saving the world from all manner of terrorists and threats, a Rogue MI5

Agent has been growing his personal art collection and not entirely legitimately.

The unknown agent has been stealing art and sculptures from across the globe.

MI5 is onto him though, but no one within the agency can be trusted.

As the newest recruits to the agency, it falls on you to uncover the identity of the

Rogue Agent, collate the evidence against him and advise the agency of his

whereabouts.

In order to do this, you will be given access to the Government's secret online

portal which you must use to complete the case.

Rogue Agent is an online game which can be played by multiple players &

teams in one location or multiple locations. Zoom is the suggested platform for

screen sharing when playing from multiple locations.



Inspired by the hilarious TV show, Task the Master challenges teams 
with a hilarious selection of team games that will literally have your 
people in stitches of laughter, we kid you not!

Run virtually all games are designed to be completed by using items 
in your house but you need to think outside the box and be creative 
to impress the Task Master.

The games come in all shapes and sizes and are only revealed when 
the famous wax sealed envelope is opened.  There’s absolutely 
something for everyone, with the name of the game being good 
old-fashioned fun.

The event is hosted by a professional comedic compare, who alone 
will bring the room to life.  He also plays the role of the Task Master, 
who will judge each round and allocate points.



This is the Frankie Dettori Of Race Nights. A fresh and exciting event for all your guests. Your night at the 
races will comprise of a medley of themed racing action. We offer a fun filled race night, which brings all 
the excitement of a day at the races to your event. Using ‘Fun Money’ & our themed race programme you 
will be guided through the racing action. The event can be run as a team competition or on individual 
merit. All the action takes place in our themed virtual paddock, with our virtual ‘bookie’ hosting each race.

We can run the activity with individuals or teams going head to head to see who can study the form, 
gamble on the right nags and ultimately win the most money.

The experience starts with an intro from our themed ‘bookie’. He’ll explain the rules, the odds, and the 
form of the horses for each race. Equipped with betting slips and fun money teams now decide which 
horse to back before they place their bets.

When all bets are made, the race is run with full commentary. Each race is a close finish. Your audience 
will be in fits of excitement cheering on their runner. When the race is run, winners head back to the tote 
to collect their winnings. It’s then onto the next race!

Virtual horse racing is a close as it gets to the real thing. It’s an experience that’s ideal to connect people 
in an immersive, pure fun team experience.

.
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Imagine an activity that’s just like bingo but more fun! Instead of numbers being called out, 
songs are played. Songs can either be live via a band or DJ or pre-recorded.

Each round is based on a different theme of music and song choices. We use songs from all 
different era’s & genre’s as well some quirky wild cards.

Hosted by a professional comedic compere, individual or teams are given themed bingo 
cards. It’s now over to the wheels of steel as the tunes pump out as quickfire 
snippets. Players simply strike off the songs as they go or recognise them.

As per the real things there’s prizes for two & three lines as well as the full house.
To spice things up we also add in some bonus rounds for teams to catch up and gain some 
extra much needed points. The eliminator freezes other teams, whilst react challenges other 
teams to sing a song of choice live.

Musical Bingo is a great day or evening event. It serves well as a fun interactive team 
building activity, corporate event or Christmas party.



.

Another TV inspired experience taken from the famous Deal or No Deal game show. Teams take 
part in a range of fun tasks and energizers in advance to win funds. They then enter the nail-
biting series of rounds against the banker to see which team has the nerves of steel to win the 
most money and take the win.

Contestants take part in teams, in fun competition, as they take on the banker (our host) in a 
number of different rounds to try and win the most money possible. Unlike the TV show we don’t 
eliminate anyone. The game offers continuous play keeping everyone hooked on their own 
winnings and those of the competition.
The event starts with an upbeat welcome by our professional game show host. They’re as cheesy 
as the real thing, with all kinds of fun puns and entertainment. Once the rules are explained it’s 
straight into the fun with a variety of initial rounds for teams to earn funds to gamble with.

Now the game begins with team members collaborating on which deals they think they should 
take or leave. It’s a game of institution and nerves as they watch the famous red box lids be 
revealed to see if they’ve hit the big time!






